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It was during my attendance at a Global Health conference in Barcelona that I received an email from 

Durham University outlining the opportunity for a three month intern placement within the Knowledge for 

Impact team at VSO. This immediately struck me as an invaluable opportunity to find a concrete way to 

learn more about this area and to develop some real and important skills in data analysis; it was particularly 

welcome as I had just spent a week listening to many of the key speakers at the conference describing how 

difficult it was to navigate a way into the international development industry. I leapt at the opportunity and 

was able to communicate my enthusiasm for joining the Knowledge for Impact team during my interview. 

My time working for the Knowledge for Impact team has from day one been an exceptional experience, 

building on work experience I did at the Department for International Development (DFID) last year. I have 

gained a profound insight both into the work carried out by this leading independent international 

development organization in managing the delivery of VSO’s programming through the recruitment of 

volunteers, and its crucial relationship with DFID to further support its work. This would not have happened 

without the Hannah Barrett memorial placement. It was on my first day that I learnt that Hannah’s legacy 

extends beyond Durham’s Hild Bede college alumni celebration, a college I was also part of, and permeated 

through the organization where employees who worked with Hannah were keen to describe her radiance 

and impressive work ethic to me. Purna, the lead adviser for education, told a wonderful story one lunch 

time of how she brought a fresh and exciting new perspective to some education policy work they were 

collaborating on. 
 

When I joined VSO I was quickly made to feel like part of the team when I was given draft working 

documents that some team members were working on, keen to hear some feedback. For the first week I 

was introduced to members of my team in one on one meetings, where many of these required skype 

video interactions because VSO is a globally spanning organization where many employees reside in one of 

VSO’s 23 country offices. I felt a strong sense that I was not only channeling my academic interest in global 

health stemming from my undergraduate degree in Anthropology but learning new skills that I will carry 

forward with me as I continue to work in the third sector. I enjoyed reading Janet’s evaluation on VSO’s 

maternal and newborn health programme in Ethiopia. The evaluation was particularly insightful because 

like my dissertation, the approach taken towards the analysis of data also sought to identify the 

commonalities and differences in qualitative data before focusing on relationships between different parts 

of the data, thereby seeking to draw descriptive and/or explanatory conclusions clustered around themes. 

It was particularly enlightening to see how this approach could be used in a more professional context, and 

I was able to generate effective discussion about the evaluation when I presented some feedback on the 

writing style and structure. Although the induction modules gave me a real grasp of the frameworks and 

models that VSO adheres to, it was this evaluation that first illuminated the components of programme 

delivery that are of significant interest to VSO. These include the role of volunteers, sustainability of 

development outcomes and the core approach areas which are gender and social inclusion, social 

accountability and resilience.  
 

Once I had begun absorbing the working culture of VSO, and getting to grips with the monitoring and 

evaluation framework of the organization, I was given responsibility for consolidating the global learning 

VSO has obtained from the annual analysis of livelihoods programing. This involved analyzing the evidence 

obtained over the year and meeting with programme managers to discuss evidence gaps that I identified. I 

performed a critical data analysis of the aspect of volunteering within this analysis and identified the key 

findings so that I could put forward recommendations about how the annual review process could be 

further improved so that the aspect of volunteering in future programming is captured better. My line 

manager Miriam has been unerringly supportive throughout my placement and has been constructive in 



our discussions, ensuring I am meeting objectives and deadlines in a comfortable way. This has been 

particularly valuable given that the nature of the work in the team requires a lot of on-going work without 

strict deadlines.  
 

An opportunity then arose for a member of our team to attend the UK Evaluation Society workshop which 

provided training on how to conduct an economic evaluation on development projects and public policy, 

with specific reference to the government’s Green and Magenta books. I was keen to assist this workshop 

with the data quality and analysis specialist in the ‘Knowledge for Impact’ team. Conducting a ‘value for 

money’ evaluation on projects seemed like a fascinating learning opportunity because it involves 

monetizing the outcomes, which in international development often include social impacts and change 

which are often harder to quantify in empirical terms. However, given that DFID are likely to push ‘value for 

money’ evaluations further within the organization, I enjoyed preparing reading VSO’s first pilot value for 

money evaluation and preparing to take and use this in the participatory workshop. I was honored to 

represent VSO at the workshop, enabling me to present relevant agenda points covered to the team in the 

following team meeting. The workshop highlighted the importance of conducting value for money studies 

on projects that were funded by the government and since then, I have developed a real interest in the 

work the National Audit Office does to scrutinize public spending to help hold the government to account. 

This has become increasingly pertinent in a political climate where there is no definitive evidence on the 

economic impact of exiting the EU on the UK economy.  
 

I was also able to dip into other aspects of the wider work VSO does by managing the resolution of queries 

from people outside of the team which provided me with a full appreciation of the way VSO functions as an 

intricately networked organization. These mini tasks ranged from helping someone use formula codes on 

excel, to contacting my university alumni departments for the purposes of recruiting recent graduates to 

get involved with the International Citizen Service (ICS) youth development programme. My observation 

during the ICS assessment day was particularly interesting because amongst the assessors were VSO’s 

volunteer alumni, many of whom had provided technical expertise during their volunteer placements in 

countries all over the world. Being able to talk with the candidates at the assessment day about their 

engagement with international development and their primary motivations for applying for the programme 

made the material I was reading about the programme relevant and exciting. I also collated a number of 

external resources related to M&E practices that I thought would be useful for the team to reflect on. 

These resources were identified on the basis that they could help the team improve the uptake of learning 

from evaluations and research documents and provide support to those responsible for publishing and 

disseminating ‘knowledge products’.  
 

Towards the end of my placement, I had begun to feel as though my responsibilities within the team were 

amounting to value, and there was a discussion about extending my placement to lead in drafting an 

evaluation document about the ‘Growing Together’ programme in Bangladesh based on fieldwork data that 

had been collected over the last year. My desire to stay longer within VSO derived from the incredible 

insight into the world of the organization, and the ease at which I was made to feel like a relevant and 

valued member of the team I was working alongside. I even applied for a job within the organization, which 

whilst a little beyond my newly acquired skill set is nevertheless a mark of how welcome and capable I was 

made to feel by the team. I have now been offered a paid employment offer on the ‘CharityWorks’ 

graduate scheme, where I will be managing the grants budget of ‘The Care Workers Charity’. The insight I 

have had into health policy, ‘value for money’ evaluations, and the controversies over measuring the 

‘impact’ of charity work has provided me with invaluable lessons that I am excited to bring forward into my 

career. I would not have had the chance to explore these interests in a professional context if it had not 



been for Hannah Barrett’s memorial placement, or Durham University’s effort to celebrate her remarkable 

life. I am eternally grateful to have been allowed such an opportunity.   


